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Gill-Olivas et al. examined the potential of glacial abrasion of sedimentary rocks as a
source of hydrogen peroxide and nutrients in a laboratory experiment using crushed rock
materials. Based on statistical relationships among the measured chemical parameters,
the authors claim that such factors as carbonate chemistry, Fenton reactions and solution
pH, can be more important than pyrite contents in controlling the production and
consumption of H2O2. The manuscript is well written and organized, so it is easy to
understand the experimental set-up, key results and their implications. The key findings
would be useful for researchers interested in subglacial biogeochemistry. However, a big
concern remains over the experimental design that did not consider realistic conditions of
subglacial environments. More thorough descriptions and discussion of the methodological
rationales and limitations would be required to tear down the big huddle for the
publication of this well-written manuscript.

 

Major comments

Experimental design: The information provided in section 2.4 made me wonder if the
experimental design was adequate enough to simulate glacial environments in terms of
temperature, moisture, pressure, etc. It looks like only manual shaking was employed
to mix samples with water. Creating similar conditions, at least for some key
conditions, would be a prerequisite for this type of simulation experiment. Please
provide a more thorough description of the approach and methodological details, along
with an in-depth discussion of the necessity and limitations of the employed approach.
Sediments sources: Rock samples from three glaciated and previously glaciated sites
were compared in this experiment. The Jurassic Shale sample from the previously
glaciated site may have been exposed to a quite different environment than the other



glaciated environments. Please provide a more convincing rationale for the comparison.
Otherwise, it would be more appropriate to present only the results of the samples
from the glaciated sites.
Biotic vs. abiotic mechanisms: As alluded in Discussion (Lines 378-384 and section
4.4.), it appears that sample pretreatments such as drying did not preclude biological
processes affecting the abiotic abrasion. It should be explicitly stated whether the
experiment was designed to allow for biological effects. Then, an ensuing question
would be how to disentangle biological effects from the abrasion effects that constitute
the overwhelming story throughout the manuscript.

 

Minor comments

L 154: Please specify the approximate size range of the crushed samples.
L 234-239: Are the relationships to examine some causality or just correlations? If the
latter is the case, correlation coefficient (r), not r2, would work. Otherwise, the
relationships need to be described to indicate causality. Another question is about how
to evaluate the strength of relationships. I would suggest that r or r2 values be
presented with P values.
L 248: This non-parametric test and its necessity, together with other tests, can be
better explained in an ending section of Methods.
L 313: Do you mean there are no sulfate minerals found in glacial environments? There
are many sulfate rocks around.
L 341: Again, provide the criterion for the ‘strong’ relationship.
L 358-361: It is worthwhile to discuss in more detail the effects of temperature
differences and more importantly wide ranges of temperature variations found in real
glacial environments.
L 377- (Section 4.3): What is the main mechanism under this specific setting? Please
sum up your thoughts, not just list up potential sources.
L 425-: As mentioned in a major comment, it is crucial to disentangle biological effects
from the abrasion effects. If you want to assess the potential for nitrification, you need
to compare your results with the previous studies that were conducted under similar
conditions. Dried samples must be totally different from those under natural conditions.
Figure captions lack some crucial information. For instance, in Fig. 1, what samples is
this experiment about? (sedimentary rocks). What about so many site (sample) labels?
Captions need to be sufficient enough to allow the figures and tables to stand alone.
1: Is there any reason for showing original triplicate measurements? I wondered if
presenting means and error bars would help readers identify differences among the
treatments.
Editorial suggestion: A thorough proofreading would clear out many typos such as
unchecked subscripts in H2O2 throughout the manuscript.
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